WordPress RoyalSlider Recipes – Use These Settings for Great Sliders

Steffan Lab:
http://labs.russell.wisc.edu/steffan
Navigation: Default/Bullet
Skin: Universal
Size and Scaling:
Width: 100%
Height: 500px
Auto scale slider: NO
Auto height: NO
Slides spacing: 8
Image Options:
Image scale mode: No scaling
Image align center: YES
Image scale padding: 4
Lazy loading: YES
Main image width: empty
Main image height: empty
Thumb image width: empty
Thumb image height: empty

Site: Young Lab
http://labs.russell.wisc.edu/younglab/dan-marschalek/
Navigation: thumbnail
Skin: Dark-default
Size and Scaling:
Width: 500px
Height: 400px
Auto scale slider: NO
Auto height: NO
Slides spacing: 0
Image Options:
Image scale mode: No scaling
Image align center: YES
Image scale padding: 0
Lazy loading: YES
Main image width: empty
Main image height: empty
Thumb image width: 96
Thumb image height: 72

Site: Gratton Lab
http://labs.russell.wisc.edu/gratton/
Navigation: thumbnail
Skin: Universal
Size and Scaling:
Width: empty
Height: empty
Auto scale slider: YES
Auto height: NO
Slides spacing: 8
Image Options:
Image scale mode: Fit in area if smaller
Image align center: YES
Image scale padding: 4
Lazy loading: YES
Main image width: empty
Main image height: empty
Thumb image width: 96
Thumb image height: 72

Block Settings:
Use Block Animation: Yes
Move offset: empty; Move Effect – from bottom
Delay: 500; Easing: EaseInOutSine